4.5 Bion Computers Private Limited
Introduction
Bion is a leading software consultancy company with
its Head Quarters in Bangalore-the Silicon Valley
of India. Ever since it’s incorporation in 1992 Bion
has been in the forefront in pioneering various
emerging technologies. With a rich and diverse
background to it’s credit, the company has been
initiating quality development in a wide range of areas.

Bion’s expertise has been demonstrated in diverse
areas of its operations through designing and
developing software products conforming to
international quality standards. Bion has successfully
completed many projects like designing and
developing of enterprise level applications for
Hospital Management, providing multi-lingual
solutions for complex applications and developing
client specific software in heterogeneous
environment.

Products:
Kairali
KAIRALI-The Ultimate Indian language software
The Ultimate Indian language software (Also
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available SDK for Developing Indian Language
Data base Applications).
Kairali is the ideal link between Indian Languages
and Computers. It allows anyone to carry out their
normal day to day tasks using the word processing
or spreadsheet applications in any Indian Language.
User definable keyboard layouts are provided along
with a number of other popular layouts. Kairali is
compatible to most of the Windows Applications.
A wide range of stylish fonts in various Languages
are available.
Kairali SDK A Boon to organizations wanting to
create application software in Indian Languages.
Kairali SDK is a collection of Plug and Play ActiveX components conforming to COM/DCOM
standards. Just Plug in a DLL/Control to your
Database Application involving Vernacular
Languages to get a perfect sorting and indexing for
Indian Language Fields.
Kairali Administrative Dictionary Phrases and words
used in the official documents have to maintain their
precise legal meaning. Kairali Administrative
Dictionary contains Administrative words and
phrases in English for which translation/meanings
are given in the user’s choice of language.
Translations can be directly copied to other
applications without retyping.
Form Builder-The multilingual form generator with
Administration Directory:
A must for any office which uses custom formats
for documentation. Allows to store and reuse English
or multilingual forms like Leave applications,
Memos, Office orders etc. Intelligent wizard helps
to fill in forms at required locations, Automatic
change over of keyword input method at the change
of language. Stores documents in database for easy
accessing. Powerful search mechanism to search
words phrases with in the empty forms or filled ones.
Search option in English and in Indian Language.
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